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THE ELEGANT WOODEN
BATHTUB EXCLUSIVE
PIECES THAT TAKE YOUR
BREATH AWAY
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Sweet and warm, the flowery print on
this Swedish mosaic design gives it an
exceptionally antique feel, like something
you could have inherited from your great
grandmother. Designed by Solklippa &
Skogh, the claw feet in Karbad transform
it from a classic design to a modern
masterpiece, all the while letting it retain
its warm antique persona. Bringing joy, the
typical Swedish Summer flowers give the
design a timeless and joyful effect; along
with the claw feet it takes novelty to a
whole new level.
Sophisticated and unique, Disambigua by
Flavio Scalzo for DiciannoveDieciDesign is
efficient because it requires very small space
and can be placed in a bathroom or even
in the middle of a room. With the rotating
and plumbing system invisible disguising
the design from being a washbasin, it
could pass as a piece of furniture that
complements its surroundings nicely. The
high-tech bathtub is not only efficient,
but is also ready to satisfy one’s need for a
sensational personal experience that’s both
comfortable and pleasing.

The Swiss company, Bagno Sasso,
presents three elegant wooden bathtub
collections that take your breath away.
For 14 years now, the high-end company
has provided the world of design with
highly exclusive pieces. Supplying all over
the world and winning several awards,
the company is known for its exceptional
creativity in design.

With great design, a simple activity such as
bathing can be transformed into something
a lot more; a spiritual experience with the
Vascabarca, a time machine to the beautiful
past with the Karbad or a boat into paradise
with the wooden elegant designs by Bagno
Sasso, and a lot more. Bathing has become a
sensational experience due to the creativity
of those design masterminds!
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